
Hard Work Plays Off For Radcliff: 

The old adage 'hard work beats talent' may seem cliche but it explains Louisville wide receiver Scott 

Radcliff. 

Radcliff, never the fastest or strongest athlete, simply out-works most everyone else on Charlie Strong's 

roster. That dedication and effort moved Strong to award the former Trinity walk-on, who is expected to 

be the Cardinals starting receiver in Sunday's season-opener against rival Kentucky, a scholarship for his 

final season. 

"It was awesome," Radcliff said about receiving a scholarship. "The first thing I thought about was my 

parents -- how happy they would be. They've supported me this entire time and I wouldn't be here 

without them. They had to pay for everything." 

Radcliff received a few offers from smaller schools coming out of high school, but choose to forgo them 

to chase his dream of playing for the hometown Cards. 

"It's always been my dream to play here," Radcliff stated. "I grew up a Louisville fan. I've always loved 

[Louisville] and dreamed of playing here. All of my family and friends told me I could do it and I just 

wanted to prove them right." 

Growing up in Louisville, Radcliff says the Kentucky game is extremely meaningful to him. 

"I think I do [approach it differently]," Radcliff said. "I think everybody knows it's a big game but I think 

of it more as a bigger game because I grew up watching it. I always hear the UK fans - theres a bunch 

around Louisville." 

At 5-9, 185 pounds, Radcliff might not resemble a BCS receiver. But Radcliff makes up for his lack of 

physical stature with heart. 

"Scott is that guy who is always in the right place at the right time," quarterback Teddy Bridgewater said. 

"He's the warrior. He goes hard every day. He knows his position and is one of those guys you can 

always depend on." 

"He's a guy that goes hard," said wide receiver coach Ron Dugans. "He knows one speed and that's 

playing hard. I call him Mr. Reliable because he's going to be where he supposed to be and the 

quarterbacks know that. That's why they have the confidence in him to give him the ball." 

Being dependable is something that Radcliff has always taken pride. After dropping a sure-touchdown 

pass against UK that would have sealed the game, Radcliff felt bad for letting his teammates down. 

"I think the big thing I lost was my own trust," Radcliff said. "It was hard on me because that was my 

dream playing against Kentucky last year and it slipped through my hands." 

Radcliff quickly bounced back, had an outstanding spring and preseason camp and appears poised for a 

big senior year. 



"The spring game [where Radcliff caught 8 passes] gave me the confidence I needed," Radcliff said. "I 

was getting better but I didn't really have the complete confidence. After that game I was completely 

confident in myself." 

 

----Chris Hatfield 


